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INTRODUCTION
• How can we expand ecohousing – in Britain and
internationally
• We know the tensions and
barriers
• So how can we encourage more
eco-housing?
• What are the processes
required to enable that change?
• Why are other European
countries better able to
encourage eco-housing?

A. What is holding ecohousing back?

Political and economic barriers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Perceived premium costs for
environmental building
Attachment to high technology
solutions
Micro-renewable currently
expensive (despite tariffs)
Lack of stipulation by building
regulations
Restrictions within planning
policy
Lack of political willpower

1. CO2 and energy
2. Standards

3. Supply
4. Demand
5. Land and location
6. Knowledge and
Innovation
7. Affordability

The problem of scale
• Most low-cost eco-housing
projects are small scale
• Plenty of plans and ambition,
but many do not happen –
Lammas started with plan for
25 dwellings, then became 9
• Some larger developments,
often government initiatives,
less ecological?
• Failure of eco-towns as an
initiative
• Large-scale developers often
cautious against taking on
eco-projects

Need for triggers
• Need stimulation to trigger change –
push and pull factors
• Need to be a reason to understand
why current situation will not
sustain
• Importance of knowing that things
can be done differently – having or
sharing the knowledge and skills
• Historic triggers – Limits to Growth
thesis, oil crisis in 1970s, rising
environmental consciousness since
1960’s (modern environmentalism)

Lessons learnt from the past?

The Dymaxion house was a dome
shaped house designed by architect
and visionary Buckminster Falls in
1929. Represented the first
conscious effort to build an
autonomous building

• Long been attempts to build
more ecologically
• Do we really understand these
and why they were successful
or failed?
• Importance of historical
perspective in understanding
social and architectural change
• Often blame lack of progress on
contemporary barriers, but
historically did not make much
progress either

Legacy of the Autonomous house
• In the 1970s and 80s futurists
worried that human activities
threatened fragile planet
Earth
• Environmentally-aware
architects dreamed of fuel
efficient, low-waste,
sustainable homes of the
future
• Aim was off-grid autonomous
house
• Brenda and Robert Vale – first
British Autonomous house in
Oxford
• Was focus on autonomy best
approach?

Centre for Alternative Technology
• The Centre for Alternative
Technology (CAT) is an international
environmental visitor centre near
Machynlleth, Wales
• Founded in 1973
• The aim of the centre is to inspire,
inform and enable society to move
towards a sustainable future. CAT
attempt to achieve this by
experimenting and educating
through living example
• CAT prove that it is possible to live
using renewable forms of energy
generated by water, wind and sun
• The majority of the power on site is
derived from renewable sources .
wind, sun and rain
• Recently built WISE Education centre
– large rammed-earth building

Straw bale lecture theatre
Walter
Segal
house

B. Encouraging more ecohousing

Options and limitations
Possible ways to encourage more eco-housing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Import designs and ideas from elsewhere
Focus on large-scale new developments
Support small-scale grassroots initiatives
Support niche transition into mainstream
Challenge state and support radical approaches
Use education and exemplars
Change household behaviour

1. IMPORT DESIGNS
• Designs are rarely the product of a single person or country
• But designs tend to be adopted more easily in some places than others
• Our design of house is culturally and historically determined – brick semidetached or terrace house
• Lots of good designs and innovation elsewhere which we could import
• For example, design in Sweden is far superior ecologically to British design
• Need to understand why some approaches to eco-building are easily
replicated worldwide and others are ignored
• The replication of eco-build techniques worldwide has less to do with
whether the build actually worked or its cost, but is influenced by the less
quantifiable factors, such as the role of foreigners, aesthetics, talking
about failure, pioneers, the need for a critical mass of support, and
understanding how houses work

Replication: Earthships

Earthship, Taos, New Mexico, USA

Brighton Earthship
• Based on the US Earthship design
• Uses car tyres filled with waste as
highly insulating walls
• Built into the ground with thick
walls and floor
• It has an average temperature
(without additional heating) of 21.4
Celsius (but see below)
• It is an entirely autonomous house;
solar panels provide electricity,
drinking and washing water come
from filtered rainwater, and all its
wastewater is treated on site
• Limitations: Needed underfloor
heating, so design needed adjusting
(but Reynolds refuses to allow this)

2. LARGE-SCALE DEVELOPMENTS
• Moving from demonstration houses to the mainstream / building at
scale
• Key way is state support – through planning and funding
• Enables large scale projects to be completed more easily
• Current government policy focuses on ‘Sustainable Urban
Extensions’ - “Involves the planned expansion of a city or town and
can contribute to creating more sustainable patterns of
development when located in the right place, with well-planned
infrastructure including access to a range of facilities, and when
developed at appropriate densities.” Should contain elements of
sustainable community – house design and facilities
• Previously eco-town plans across the UK
• Often now collaborations with housing associations and developers
to deliver large eco-house projects

Government eco-towns
•

•
•
•

Government proposed house-building programme - 10 eco-towns, each to
house between 5 and 20 thousand people
Designed to have energy-efficient homes, good public transport and facilities
like schools, health centres, parks and allotments
Provide affordable housing, offer businesses space to grow, high quality jobs,
new green infrastructure and regeneration - for example, redeveloping land
Four approved for development in 2009, but then government changed and
economy stalled and unclear whether they will ever be built

Problems with proposals:
Prioritise Brownfield sites
Large-scale
Traffic
Employment
Not eco-construction
What behavioural changes?

BedZED, South London
•
•
•

•
•

BedZED (Beddington Zero Energy
Development) was completed in March
2002 in Wallington, South London
Designed by Bill Dunster it was the first
large-scale (82 homes) urban ecodevelopment in Britain
Zero fossil energy development – producing
as much energy as it consumed
Residents are encouraged to adjust their
lifestyle by joining a car club, roof gardens,
and the availability of workspaces
‘Achieves an overall density of 50 dwellings
per hectare, 120 workspaces per hectare,
and over 4000m2 of green open space per
hectare. At these densities nearly three
million homes could be provided on
existing brownfield land, at the same time
as providing all the workspaces needed for
the occupants’ (BRESCU, 2002, 9)

Fabric first, then technologies

•
•
•

•

Little data yet available on the extent to which residents have adjusted their
lifestyle to fit BedZED’s goals
Unclear how this affordability might be protected
Several of the communal technologies, such as the combined heat and power
system (gasifier) and the reed-bed sewage filtration system of recycling waste
water have suffered from breakdown and high maintenance costs which
means that they are no longer used
It is unclear whether the fact that this was a developer-led project, rather than
built and designed by residents themselves has any role to play in that
resilience. Success not been replicated

Hammarby Sjöstad, Stockholm,
Sweden

Our projects not yet on the scale of other European countries

3. SMALL-SCALE GRASSROOTS
• Do top-down large-scale approaches work?
• Kraftl et al. work on Sustainable Urban Extensions suggest not, in
that residents do not understand new house design and thus
often work against the eco-features
• Growing movement to support grassroots transition to low
carbon future
• Enables more participatory approaches whereby people’s views
and ideas are embedded in the design and knowledge shared
• Transition Towns have carbon reduction pathways which aim to
start small and then expand
• Often not very radical, but incremental change

Transition Towns
• To prepare for a carbon constrained,
energy lean world
• A town using much less energy and
resources than we presently consume
could (if properly planned for and
designed) be more resilient, more
abundant and more pleasurable than the
present
• Designing a positive timetabled way
down from the oil peak
• Example: Totnes – most successful thus
far
• Example: Lampeter – community wind
turbine, sheeps wool insulation and
converted playing field into a vegetable
garden
• Communities doing it by themselves

Embodied energy in existing homes
•

•

BRE’s Victorian Terrace
Refurbishment

Keep existing buildings and thus saves
embodied energy
How might Britain change as we make the
transition to a low-carbon future?
– Local shops
– Communities see a renaissance
– Farmers get better prices for their
products, selling direct
– Consumers get better, tastier food
– Less fuel poverty
– Proliferation of micro-generation
technologies puts people in control of their
own energy supplies
– Improved health indicators
– Reduction in conflicts over scarce fossil
fuels supplies
– A quieter, slower life, where people take
more time when travelling and travel less
(Lynas, 2007)

Transition limitations
• Could be better replicated
• Middle-class vision of a ‘slower,
quieter life’? Often quite
exclusionary
• Trouble replicating it at city-scale
– worked in market towns
• Main problem remains
behaviour change – which is
slow to change
• Difficult issues often neglected
• Does not take political stance or
seek radical change to the
system
• Change too incremental?

4. SOCIO-TECHNICAL TRANSITIONS
• Niche design which through
changes in ‘regime’ (dominant
way of doing things) enable
mainstreaming of previously
radical ideas
• Process of change through
socio-technical transitions
• By understanding how ideas
travel from niche to mainstream
can then plan for such
transitions at societal scale
• About creating critical mass
• Often only certain elements of a
design get mainstreamed

Factors that influence
transition effect the
transition pathways

Straw-bale transition in Britain

More acceptable design
Quirky unique designs

Mass production
Innovative statement
projects

Waddington Straw bale council house
•
•
•
•

•

•

First straw bale council houses in
Britain (2 three bedroom homes)
North Kesteven District Council
Finished April 2010
Designed by amazonails they have
wooden balconies, a Sedum roofed
porch, solar thermal water heating,
lime render, and straw bale walls
The only source of heating is a wood
stove and the passive heat through the
large south facing windows
Inside it is open plan downstairs with 3
bedrooms and a bathroom upstairs –
suitable for residents?

5. CHALLENGE STATE
• Rather than incremental changes, or mainstreaming some
aspects of eco-housing – could challenge state
• Challenge state approach which is often incremental or
embedded within broader ‘regime’ way of thinking
• Instead support radical alternatives
• This is approach of Low Impact Development and projects like
Lammas
• Prove can build large scale radical projects by getting on and
doing it despite state resistance
• Limitations: Difficult to attract mainstream support when fighting
against the current, and state can block progress – so that energy
is used fighting state rather than expanding eco-housing projects.

6. EDUCATION AND EXEMPLARS

Leicester eco-house

• Often individuals showing it can be
done
• Enables others to see it is possible
• Open houses and education centres
• Helps build a critical mass of support
and expertise – leads to clustering of
eco-house innovation
• EXAMPLES:
– Leicester eco-house
– CAT
– Hockerton Housing Project

• Limitations: Does not illustrate scalar
possibilities, often exemplars are very
costly because no economy of scale

The Triangle Housing Project, Swindon
•
•

•
•
•
•

Kevin McCloud
Aim to build beautiful,
contemporary, affordable,
sustainable homes and still make
money (low cost)
HAB: Happiness, Architecture and
Beauty
42-home development in Swindon
called the Triangle
In partnership with a housing
association, funded by HA
Completed 2011

What is different?
• Open plan, small size
• External walls of the houses are made out of
hempcrete, grown locally
• Higher ceilings – focus on light to create space even
though small
• Small gardens but large communal space (50% of land
is for sharing)
• Aim: Low-impact, low-carbon, high-value
• Overall – residents really like it
• Limitations: Did not ask people what they needed/
wanted (‘Need a woman’s perspective’), no storage
space. Cheap kitchens (£900)

7. HOUSEHOLD BEHAVIOUR
• Individualist and capitalist approaches to life hinder proenvironmental behaviour. A focus on technology, lifestyle and green
taxes reduces the sense of moral obligation to act for the common
good (Dobson, 2007)
• Gordon Brown outlined new ‘climate action plan’ in November
2007 – new advice centres and phone line, seek end of one-use
plastic bag, fourth technological revolution – a focus on individual
action and technological change
• Such an approach fits within framework of Ecological
Modernisation
• Al Gore – climate change a moral issue because impacts upon
people. Change can happen because change has happened around
other issues such as slavery
• If change household behaviour could change culture of dwelling,
change habits and practices

How do these images make you feel?

Understanding behaviour
• Gap between environmental concern and environmental
behaviour
• Behaviour is a practice and habit (not always conscious of what we
do)
• Can we shift behaviour by making changes in the everyday? Do
people know how their houses work?
• Our reliance on central systems counters people’s ability to take
ownership of the functions of their homes
• Need to understand that change is not linear, makes big jumps, but
if things appear to change gradually we make no changes. Humans
are not necessarily rational beings
• What factors influence behaviour?
• What barriers are there to pro-environmental behaviour?

What shapes our environmental behaviour?
(Kollmuss and Agyeman, 2002)
• Demographic factors – gender and years in education
• External factors:
– Institutional factors – infrastructure, recycling bins
– Economic factors – payback time on eco-options
– Social and cultural factors – cultural norms, landscape appreciation etc

• Internal factors:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Motivation – primary motives and selective motives
Environmental knowledge – not huge link
Values – family, neighbours, peer-groups, childhood
Attitudes – small impact
Environmental awareness – knowing impact
Emotional involvement – affective relationship to the natural world
Locus of control
Responsibility and priorities

Blake (1999); Three barriers to action;
1. Individuality – attitude and temperament, desires and needs
2. Responsibility – ‘locus of control’
3. Practicality – lack of time, money, information = costs
Also need to consider family pressures and cultural norms

• “female gender, better education,
and being older were associated
with higher levels of ecocentric
concern for the environment and
reporting more ecological
behaviours” (Casey and Scot,
2006, 57)
• Role of pioneer countries – which
set the trend that others follow in
determining policy (Janicke, 2005)
• How do we measure success?
• Behavioural change is hard to
measure

Personal choices
1.
Amount of
change
and effort
required

2.

3.
4.

To radically change our lifestyle (Low Impact
Living)
To make modifications to our lifestyle
(recycle, reduce car use)
To rely solely on technological change (solar
panels, improved energy efficiency)
To pay someone else to absorb our impact
(carbon offsetting)

Is technology the answer?

WHICH APPROACH IS BEST?
Approach

Import designs
Large-scale developments
Small-scale grassroots
Socio-technical transitions
Challenging state
Education and exemplars
Household behaviour

Effective at encouraging
more eco-housing

Ineffective at encouraging
more eco-housing

Pioneers and risk-takers
• ‘Can these pioneers change the future?’ (Schwarz and Schwarz, 1998)
• “Although they are the least prominent group, the lifestylers could
ultimately be the most influential because they show how change can
work for people” (Schwarz and Schwarz, 1998, p.366). ‘lifestylers’ –
those who change by doing and living differently
• Pioneers are both inspiring and threatening and play a complex role
in how eco-building ideas are spread
• Their expertise can intimidate newcomers from trying their own ideas
or they can be dogmatic in determining how things should be built –
so can hinder larger scale projects
• Yet without pioneers and risk-takers many innovative eco-houses
would not exist
• Need discussion of failure

Which aspects of successful design of low-cost eco-housing
elsewhere can be ‘scaled up’ in Britain?

Remaining questions:
The future of eco-housing
– Are we future proofing our housing for climate change?
– Are we doing enough to (eco-)retrofit existing houses?

– How does gender change how we might build eco-houses?
– How should a concern for social justice influence our approach to
eco-housing?

Lecture summary
• Eco-housing involves huge
cultural shifts in how we consider
our house and home
• It is not technology, or even
politics, which is holding us back
in mitigating or adapting to
climate change, it is deep rooted
cultural and social understandings
of how we live and what we
expect houses to do for us
• Individual behavioural change an
important part of mitigating
environmental change
• Change not easy or quick
• What responsibilities and
obligations do we have to make
changes?

Peninsular Park Commons,
Oregon, USA

PART 1 overview
• Explores eco-housing from a social and political perspective
• Only just beginning to really consider the environmental impact
of our homes
• Examined the ways in which radical change to our houses
requires social changes in how we live
• Barriers are cultural, economic and political
• The gap between intent and reality
• Tensions around housing that have yet to be tackled politically
• Major economic and affordability problems remain
• What processes and practices foster / discourage sustainable
homes? Why aren’t they more widespread?

• How can we encourage more ecohouses?

Key reading this week
• Diacon, D, Pattison, B, Strutt, J and Vine, J (2011) More Homes
and Better Places: Solutions to address the scale of housing
need. Building and Social Housing Foundation.
• Manns, J, P (2008) Eco-towns, New Labour and sustainable
residential development. People, Place and Policy Online, 2/3,
132-139

